Celebrating 30 years of committing to building and sustaining the Black Reparations Movement for American Slavery and its continuing legacy

N’COBRA ORGANIZING & STEERING COMMITTEE 1987-1991

Executive Committee
Vincent Godwin (aka/ Kaloni Olusegun), Co-Chair - PG/RNA
Adjoa Ayetoro, Co-Chair - NCBL
Imari Obadele - PG/RNA
Nana Shasibe - PG/RNA, PAC*
James Turner - Cornell University

Other Members
Dara Abubakari (aka Virginia Collins) - AFRAIM, NAPO*
Muhammad Ahmad (aka Max Stanford) - APP, ANRO, RAM*
Sonny Carson (aka Abubakari) - AFRAIM
Dorothy B. Lewis - BRC, PG/RNA*
Chokwe Lumumba - NAPO
Akhla Muhammad - NOI
Sonia Sanchez - Poet/Author
Omowale Satterwhite - CDI
Queen Mother Audley Moore
Omar Ali-Bey - Cleveland
Raymond Jenkins (aka/ Reparations Ray) - Detroit
Charles Tisdale - UNIA-ACL
Adia Coppock - DC, Educator
Solomon Goodrich
Christopher Alston - Detroit, Historian
Jumane Mweusi - PG/RNA, NAPO*
Robert Breck - SDC
Nkechi Taifa - PG/RNA, NCBL
Bobby Sesie
Kingsley Wavres-Coppock - Educator, DC*
Jesse McDade-Bey

Stuart Adams - NCBL*
Cicero Love - Detroit
Peggy Bookter - Baton Rouge
Ali Rashid - PG/RNA
Falakka Fattah
Nia Kummba-Woodfork - PG/RNA*
Efia Olari Nwanganza - NAPO*
Col. H.L. Maxwell
Imani Kazana - CRI*
Ahmed Obafemi - PG/RNA, NAPO*
Ajamu Mwafrica - PG/RNA*

* Uncertain of the accuracy of organization affiliation